
I recently invited a friend to a lecture series on feminist issues in popular culture. He 

willingly came along, but told me after the first lecture that he was surprised I had any interest in 

the series. The last time we actively spoke, I was a self-avowed misogynist. In the last year, I 

have spent a lot of time thinking about why it is that I disliked women so deeply for so much of 

my life. I joke and say that it comes back to Guinevere, from Camelot, but I think that touches on 

truth.  

Very few books I read, movies I watched, or cultural interactions I had enforced 

powerful, competent women as the norm. Though I never felt disassociated from my gender, 

there were many times when I wished I was man, because men, in my mind, were more 

interesting. Men were the subject of all the great stories and the females were often simply a 

distraction. My entire school career- elementary through high school, I never sought out a female 

teacher as a mentor. I respected a handful of my female teachers, few and far between, but 

generally I thought they were incompetent and unworthy of respect.   

When I joined the geography program at CU Denver in my third year, I still felt that way. 

I was less likely to take a class with a female professor, because we rarely got along as well as I 

did with the men. I generally held a lower opinion of my female classmates, and I expected less 

from female academic interactions.  

A number of things converged to change my perspective. First, I began working at 

Forever 21, a fast fashion retail clothing store, in the summer of 2012. I was openly skeptical 

about the idea of working with so many women all in the same place. There were only three 

male employees when I started there, and only one of the five managers was a man. The 

experience of working at Forever 21 was incredibly important for me. It was a low-drama, 

friendly, enjoyable place to work. There was none of the in-fighting and cattiness that I so 

completely expected. By the time I left, I had made three very close friends. It was also while 

working at Forever 21 that I began to explore constructs of femininity through fashion, and 

ultimately what it meant to be feminine in any context. 

In the fall 2012 semester, I took a class with a female professor in my department. She 

was intelligent, passionate, and she challenged me intellectually. I was so out of practice with 

interacting with women in that capacity, that I did not even think she liked me until she asked me 

to be her TA the next semester. She is now a valued mentor, and our interactions have been 

informative both on an interpersonal and an academic level.  

The third thing that happened is I became actively exposed, via a friend from Forever 21, 

to the boyband One Direction. I quickly realized that there are many fascinating aspects to the 

boyband phenomena. I started reading about it, and subsequently talking about it so much, that 

my professors suggested I make it the topic of my honors thesis. I am spending a month in 

England this summer working on a research project that correlates social media dialogue about 

One Direction with on the ground versus online marketing strateiges.  

But what I found, and what I hope to explore in my master’s work, is that the value of a 

boyband is much more than their revenue stream. These fan communities allow young girls to 

come together and share something, to join forces and make friends and be excited about things 



together. As someone who has actively participated in online fandoms in the past, I found myself 

becoming fiercely protective of them as a safe space, and I became increasingly aware of the 

misogynistic ways particularly young female fans are referred to and systematically demeaned.  

As my exploration of the One Direction phenomena grew, I found myself becoming more 

and more engaged in feminist dialogues. I follow a Tumblr blog that has been a wonderful 

learning experience for me, and has exposed me to ideas that I never encountered in my day to 

day life. This blog first presented me with the idea of internalized sexism, an important turning 

point my personal explorations. I also recently began a dialogue with a professor in the English 

department about my honors thesis. She is helping me construct a feminist perspective on 

boyband culture and the social value of the fan community.  

CU Denver does not have a SWIG chapter, or a similar program. I have been able to 

draw from the product of good fortune, timing, and people who are willing to engage in a 

dialogue. And I find that the willingness to talk is the most important aspect of developing 

awareness. When I met the professor in the English department, I told her that I am a baby 

feminist, but I want to learn. The best way to learn is through conversation with people who have 

experiences outside your own. Organizations like SWIG create a fantastic opportunity for 

personal and academic growth by fostering an environment of critical conversation about day-to-

day life.  

I have been fortunate to be in a wonderful Geography program, with both strong female 

professors as role models and male professors who support my research interests. However, even 

within my program, these dialogues are something that I have actively initiated and sought out. I 

am continuing to learn, and my perspectives are more informed every time I talk through an idea 

with someone else. I am learning the value of community, developing a deep respect for the 

importance of conversation, and these are things that will continue to serve me as I move 

forward in my academic career.  

 


